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Abstract (summary)

The electoral weight of visible minorities  has increased substantially in the last few decades as the number of ridings where they represent more

than 30 per cent of the population has doubled between 1997 and 2004, from 26 to  53.

Immigration is  typically a non-issue in federal elections. However, this election seems to  be different, as immigration has already been discussed in

both the English leaders' debate and in the precampaign leak concerning the Conservatives' ethnicoutreach strategy. But the issue is  not really

immigration; rather, it is  the voting habits of new Canadians. Here is  why: new Canadians, especially those of a visibleminority background, could

hold the key to  a Conservative majority  government.

The electoral weight of visible minorities  has increased substantially in the last few decades as the number of ridings where they represent more

than 30 per cent of the population has doubled between 1997 and 2004, from 26 to  53.

Up until the 2000 election, the Liberals were the prime beneficiaries of the support from these new Canadians. They held almost all "visibleminority"

ridings - and with very large voting majorities , as well. The old Progressive Conservative Party and the old Canadian Alliance together only held

seven of 38 visible-minority  seats in the 2000 election - all of them in Alberta and B.C. The door to  Ontario's visible-minority  support was firmly shut

to  conservative parties.

But since 2000, Liberal support among visible minorities  has begun to  fade. The New Democratic Party first challenged the Liberals' dominance in

visibleminority ridings in the 2004 election, winning five seats; the NDP increased its total to  seven in 2006. As for the Conservatives, the

breakthrough materialized in the 2008 election, when they succeeded in winning an additional five visible-minority  seats, including two in Ontario for

the first time.

Although visible-minority  support for the Liberals started to  wane after the 2000 election, it did not collapse. In 2008, the Liberals were still winning

visible-minority  seats, although with smaller voting majorities . Visibleminority Canadians were still largely supporting the Liberals, and they played a

critical role in providing the Liberals with 34 of the 77 seats they won, nearly 45 per cent. This demonstrates how dependent the Liberals have

become on these communities, as they constitute one of their last cores of supporters.

Most importantly, this highlights why the Conservatives are now concentrating so intensely on winning the votes of these communities. Visible-

minority  support, especially in Ontario, is  not only the key to  a majority  government, but also the final element needed to  deal a fatal blow to  the

Liberal Party of Canada.

Canadians of visible-minority  background tend to  be much closer to  the Conservatives than to  the Liberals, not only on social values but also on

such issues as the importance of religion and the need to  fight crime. In spite of this, visible minorities  have traditionally voted for the Liberals; the

Conservatives are well aware of this trend and intend to  change that.

From the Conservatives' point of view, the beauty of the situation is  that they do not need to  change their values or political messaging, since they

are already aligned with those of visibleminority Canadians.

Instead, they need only dedicate themselves to  working the political battlefield, building relationships with ethnic and religious communities in local

ridings. The Conservatives did not wait until this election; they have been actively courting  these new Canadians for quite a while now. The trend

that began after 2000 might be hard to  overturn for the Liberals in the current election, and visible-minority  Canadians might play a key  role in

giving the Conservatives those precious few seats needed to  form a majority  government.

Antoine Bilodeau is  associate professor in the department of political science at Concordia University. His research focuses on the political behaviour

of immigrants in Canada and other Western democracies.
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Illustration

THE GAZETTE / THE LIBERAL PARTY OF CANADA IS  LOSING ELECTORAL STRENGTH AMONG VISIBLE MINORITIES: In the 1997 federal election, there

were 26 ridings in Canada where visible minorities  accounted for more than 30 per cent of the population. The Liberal Party won 23 of those ridings

(88 per cent). In the 2008 election, there were 53 ridings where visible minorities  accounted for more than 30 per cent of the population. The Liberal

Party took 34 of those ridings (64 per cent). The Conservative Party took 12 and the New Democratic Party seven./ ;; Caption:
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